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WALK THIS WAY

What are the three things you should do every time you come to the “edge” of the sidewalk or a roadway?
Sometimes cars are parked along the street and you have to step out from between two parked cars. Give two reasons why it is dangerous to walk out from between parked cars.

(10 points for each answer)
What should you do if you are halfway across the street and the green WALK signal changes to the red DON’T WALK signal?

You should_________________________.
Which side of the street do you want to walk on when there is no sidewalk—on the side of the street that faces oncoming cars, OR on the other side, in the same direction as the cars?
PREPARING TO RIDE

In the State of California it is the law that everyone under the age of 18 must wear what when riding a bicycle?

Why is this so important?

(5 points for each correct answer)
PREPARING TO RIDE

What is special about a lot of the clothing made for cyclists that helps to make riding a bike safer?
PREPARING TO RIDE

What should you do with shoelaces, pant legs, and headphones when riding your bike and why?

(10 points for each answer)
PREPARING TO RIDE

Before you ride your bike, you should do an “ABC Quick Spin Check” what does ABC stand for?

10 point bonus: What does Quick and Spin stand for?
SAFE CYCLING

Why is it appropriate to call bicycle riders “drivers”?
SAFE CYCLING

What is the “Door Zone”? 
SAFE CYCLING

What are some reasons why it is good for you and the environment, to walk or bike to school?
SAFE CYCLING

Demonstrate the bicyclist’s hand signals for turning right, turning left, and slowing down or stopping. As well, what hand is used to make hand signals and why?

(10 points received for each answer)
RULES OF THE ROAD

When is it allowable to ride your bike against traffic?
RULES OF THE ROAD

According to California law, which statement is true?

1) Bicyclists always have to stop at stop signs.
2) Bicyclists only need to stop at stop signs if there is a person, bike or car at the intersection.
3) Bicyclists don’t have to stop fully at a stop sign if a car driver signals for them to.
True or False: California law says that a bicycle rider must give hand signals before making turns.
RULES OF THE ROAD

1. How long does it take your brain to recover from an injury?
2. How much is the fine to your parents if you are not wearing a helmet?

(20 points for each answer)